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About This Game

MonGirl Tile is a card game where you face off against various cute monster girls on a 5×5 grid. Each player has three tiles in a
hand and takes turns placing them, capturing other adjacent tiles based on the tile’s facing value. Not only are the values of your
tiles important but also their position on the game board. The goal is to capture your opponent’s tiles and control the majority of

the board when all spaces are filled.

- Easy to Learn, Hard to Master: When a tile is captured it rotates, changing which numbers are facing which side. In this way
you can try to block or manipulate your opponent’s moves.

- Cascading Captures: Enemy tiles adjacent to your captured tiles can also be captured, continuing on and on. Place your tile
wisely and watch as you flip half your enemy’s tiles!

- Elemental Attributes: Some tiles have elemental gems that alter the values of enemy tiles around them. There are five elements
and learning to use them could be the key to victory!
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It is way too zoomed in, is there a way to fix this?. It's a mobile game. WELP !!! This one Classic japanese old style game where
it doesnt have to much of a story and game mechanic... but it was quite a challenge since if you die you start from the
beginning.... It was an OK game since its cheap but could've been a little bit cheaper but im still ok with the price... So buy it if
you have more free time and a little bit money, and also if you got bored from your main everyday game....

7.15/10. Stopped being updated in March of 2016 they did the Early Access - Take the money and run!. Well man I miss this
game, this review is not about if you should or should not buy this game on steam but is about do I recommend it.
The answer to that question is always yes.
The game was one of the game spy titles and even before game spy's demise it was void of players but the thing is this game was
a lot of fun and had so much charm.
If you ever get the chance to test this game do not pass on it.. Wow......
........
I played this over the 5 minute mark just to let everyone know if you want to buy this your either high or stupid.
Keep your money.. This is quite "small" game that bases it's mechanic on avoiding obstacles during slow fall.

The atmosphere and mood is jaw-dropping. If you are equipped with a VR device get ready for a very disturbing and incredible
experience.
. I loved playing this game when I got it cheap second hand back in 2012.
. Love turn-based games?
X-COM fan?
Enjoy playable games?
Then this games isn't for you! Turn around and run your♥♥♥♥♥away from this steaming pile. The bug simulator also know as
Fallen is a poorly conceived joke. Im not sure how games like this keep making it onto steam. I guess no one from Valve does
quality control anymore.. Some trash...
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Screw this buggy crap, save you money.. Being a person that always heard about Leisure Suit Larry, the game history, and
watching a few letsplayes i cant say i came in completely blind. But over all if you are looking for an interesting point and click
adventure game with all the fixings of comedy, absurdity, and headscratching solutions that point and click games are known
for: then your in the right place. Leisure Suit Larry - Wet Dreams Don't Dry perfectly encapsulates the essence of the series
without relying to heavily on T&A. Definitly get it if you have some money burning a hole in your wallet, or want to try a
Leisure Suit Larry game for yourself.. Its not exactly Men or War or even Company of Heroes, but if you want a fix of RTS
with epic battles, with a dose of historical accurarcy. This one is for you. There can literally be up to a thousand units on screen
at any one time, and tank battles are so entertaining to watch. Even features a cinematic camera mode, so after youve issued
your orders you can sit back and watch the carnage in style.

Graphically I dont think its aged that well over the five years its been out, and the gameplay has been outdone by the likes of
CoH in the RTS genre since but at the price its currently at I think its well worth for an RTS to check this game out.
. This is a retro style reaction game that is simple but fun. It is rather difficult as you have only a fraction of a second in many
levels to move or you die! I have yet to beat the game, I think it's 100 levels since each achievement is reached by getting past
that number of levels. And the final achievement is 99. The patterns do repeat so you can get used to them and get better at the
game that way. I average 30-40 levels per run, so it shouldn't be a problem to get to the end. I just don't know if I will or if I will
put the time to doing something else. Knowing myself though, I probably will.

Conclusion: Good, addictive, pattern based, reaction game. You die fast! So you don't have to invest in a huge amount of time
each time you play it. But it's fun! And for the cheap price that it is, why not?. The artwork is cheesy/cilche, the game
mechanics are boring and repetitive, and I feel it would have been better just to have puzzles without the zombie "fighting"
aspects, but I probably wouldn't have paid money for that. :(. Now this mahjong is awesome..includes story line and other neat
stuff. I am playing it during down times of another game i play. Very awesome indeed. I love the fact i can window the screen
so i can switch back and forth.. The story needs a lot more work, sure the art is nice, but without a good story it's just not a good
visual novel. If you're more so in it for porn or ecchi then it's great for you I suppose, but personally I buy visual novels for a
good story, and this one is extremely lack luster (way over priced seeing I have 2 endings and have played an hour, and I'm a
fairly slow reader, so it says a lot about how short the game is.. seeing there are 5 endings it will be extremely repetitive).
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